HYPOTHETICAL HEADLINES: WWI

“Brave Men Wanted”

“Liberty Steaks Leave People Confused”

“Stop the German Monster; Enlist in the Army!”

“Peace no More, Fight the War!”

“American Forces Outnumbered 10 to 1”

“Help Fight the Disease”

“Purging the German Infection”

“Down with the Kaiser!”

“Man Beaten by Mob after Admitting to liking Sauerkraut!”

“Liberty Pups, Patriotic or segregation?”

ASSIGNMENT:

1. Choose 1 of the above headlines, or come up with your own.
2. Create the front page of a WWI era newspaper that features the headline and the story you create to go with it.
3. Newspaper should also include a title, date, and format consistent with a typical newspaper.
4. Story should be minimum 250 words or half a page typed, single-spaced.
5. Picture to accompany story optional.
WWI Propaganda Assignment

DIRECTIONS: Design an advertisement, poster, etc... representing some aspect of the American homefront during WWI

IDEAS:
- Advertisement selling “Liberty Cabbage” or any other name changing product we discussed.
- Enlistment poster urging young men to join the army.
- Political cartoon, establishing 1 or more of the main issues/events of WWI.

REQUIREMENTS:
- 8.5 X 11 size (sheet of paper)
- colors, pictures, text
- be creative!
- Be able to explain your work.

VALUE: 25 pts.
DUE DATE: